[1] We analyzed observational geopotential height data to provide some new insights on the 11 year solar cycle signal in the Northern Hemisphere early winter and its modulation by the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). The signals are strongest in the upper stratosphere. When the QBO is in its easterly phase (QBOe), it appears to move gradually eastward and poleward, resulting in a predominantly positive signal over the pole, with a weaker vertically connected negative signal over the Icelandic Low. When the QBO is in its westerly phase (QBOw), the polar stratospheric signal is mainly negative and appears connected to a negative anomaly in the troposphere over the Aleutian Low. A spectral analysis of the stratospheric response in planetary waves showed a reduction of wave number 2 power under QBOe and an enhancement of wave number 3 under QBOw. These responses are characterized by an overall increase/decrease in wave activity at middle to high latitudes rather than a latitudinal shift of wave activity. There is no clear stratospheretroposphere connection under QBOe, but under QBOw, there is a vertically coherent increase in wave power at wave numbers 1-3 with a period of 5.6-6.9 days. We suggest that the differences in response under QBOe and QBOw can be explained through differences in initial vortex strength, resulting in either a stronger influence from the low-latitude upper stratosphere (QBOe) or from the troposphere (QBOw) on the polar stratosphere.
Introduction
[2] Many observational studies have shown the influence of the 11 year solar cycle (SC) on the stratosphere [e.g., Labitzke, 1987; Labitzke and van Loon, 1988; Kodera and Kuroda, 2002; Crooks and Gray, 2005; Lu et al., 2007 Lu et al., , 2009 Frame and Gray, 2010] . It is generally accepted that ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which varies by a few percent over the 11 year cycle, in interaction with the ozone in the upper equatorial stratosphere is responsible for the solar influences observed in the low-latitude stratosphere [Haigh, 2003; Hood, 2004; Lean, 2005] . It has been proposed that the changes in temperature and zonal wind structure induced in this way may, in turn, affect the polar region via a modulation of the vertical propagation of planetary waves from the troposphere into the stratosphere [Kodera and Kuroda, 2002] . This dynamic mechanism has been put forward to explain the poleward and downward propagation of the solar signals that is observed during the winter months [Kodera and Kuroda, 2002; Matthes et al., 2004 Matthes et al., , 2006 .
[3] Solar signatures have also been found within the troposphere [e.g., Gleisner and Thejll, 2003; Gleisner et al., 2005; Haigh et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2007; Frame and Gray, 2010] . The mechanism responsible for these signals is not yet clear. Some studies have argued for a downward propagation of the solar-induced temperature anomaly in the lower stratosphere, which causes changes in synoptic scale waves near the tropopause [Haigh et al., 2005; Simpson et al., 2009] . Another possibility is that the polar stratospheric response propagates further into the troposphere via an effect on the Northern Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [Kodera and Kuroda, 2005; Hameed and Lee, 2005] or on midwinter stratospheric sudden warmings (SSWs) Cnossen et al., 2011] . These are referred to as "top-down" mechanisms . Others have suggested that solar-induced changes may form directly within the troposphere, through air-sea-radiative coupling at the ocean surface in the tropics, whereby the spatial asymmetries of solar forcing, induced by cloud distributions, results in greater evaporation in the subtropics and consequent moisture transport into the tropical convergence zones [Meehl et al., 2003; van Loon et al., 2007; Meehl et al., 2008] . Such changes might then propagate upward to affect the strato-sphere, for instance through changes in the annular mode and/or the generation of upwardly propagating planetary waves. This is a so-called "bottom-up" mechanism. A modeling study by Meehl et al. [2009] showed that a coupling of the top-down and bottom-up mechanisms may amplify the initially small effect of the 11 year SC and result in a detectable perturbation on the regional and global circulation.
[4] In the polar stratosphere, the solar signatures have been found to be modulated by the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of the equatorial stratospheric winds. Labitzke [1987] and Labitzke and van Loon [1988] found that the polar lower stratospheric temperature is positively correlated with the 11 year SC when the QBO is in its westerly phase (QBOw), while it is negatively correlated when the QBO is in its easterly phase (QBOe) [see also Naito and Hirota, 1997; Gray et al., 2004; Labitzke, 2005; Labitzke et al., 2006] . These alternating correlations with the 11 year SC over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) polar region cancel in the entire record composed of both QBOw and QBOe conditions and make the solar signal there virtually undetectable.
[5] Most studies of the QBO-modulated solar signal so far have been based on monthly averages of temperature or geopotential height fields, which provide limited information on the temporal evolution of the signals. Lu et al. [2009] recently investigated the development of the signals in more detail by using daily data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) extending from 1958 to 2006. They found that the stratospheric zonal-mean signal first appears in the upper stratosphere in January for both QBO phases and moves poleward and downward as winter progresses. In the troposphere, they found a negative temperature response to the 11 year SC, which starts in the high-latitude regions in November [see Lu et al., 2009, Figure 6 ], again for both phases of the QBO. However, as their study was based on zonal mean data, they could not determine exactly where these signals originated. Their results could not determine either whether or not the early winter signal in the troposphere has a cause-effect relationship with the middle to late winter stratospheric responses, possibly because the solar signal is not zonally uniform. Indeed, recent studies have indicated that the tropospheric solar signal is longitudinally variable and is particularly strong over the Pacific Ocean [Berg et al., 2007; Barriopedro et al., 2008; Woollings et al., 2010] and the eastern Atlantic Ocean [Barriopedro et al., 2008; Woollings et al., 2010; Lockwood et al., 2010] . However, it is not clear how the longitudinal patterns may be altered under different QBO phases in the troposphere and stratosphere, although Barriopedro et al. [2008] found that solar influences on the NH winter blocking are stronger under QBOw than under QBOe.
[6] Both the QBO and solar forcing are thought to have an effect on planetary wave activity. Tan [1980, 1982] first proposed that the equatorial lower stratospheric QBO modifies the stratospheric waveguide for vertically propagating planetary waves by displacing the zero-wind line, the critical line for stationary waves, such that more waves are deflected toward the pole during QBOe, resulting in a warmer and weaker, more disturbed polar vortex. Kodera and Kuroda [2002] proposed a similar mechanism to explain the poleward and downward propagation of the solar signal from the low-latitude stratosphere into the polar stratosphere. They argued that the temperature and zonal wind anomalies in the equatorial upper stratosphere resulting from direct solar UV forcing cause more planetary waves to be deflected from the subtropics during solar maximum. The changes in planetary wave forcing then bring about further changes in zonal wind, resulting in a gradual poleward and downward propagation of the anomalies.
[7] This mechanism has been supported by both observational and modeling studies through the analysis of Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux diagnostics [Kodera and Kuroda, 2002; Matthes et al., 2004 Matthes et al., , 2006 Cnossen et al., 2011] . In general, there is evidence that the equatorial upper stratosphere might play a critical role in influencing the extratropical stratospheric circulation during the NH winter [Gray et al., 2001a [Gray et al., , 2001b Gray, 2003] . Gray [2003] and Rigby [2010] proposed that this is due to planetary waves with a very deep vertical structure, encompassing the whole depth of the stratosphere. However, there is little other information on the characteristics of the waves that might be involved. This is because EP flux diagnostics only provide information on the total wave activity in a zonally averaged sense.
[8] Studies that investigated the changes in the planetary waves in more detail have given inconclusive results so far. Soukharev and Labitzke [2001] used the geopotential height and temperature data from the Stratospheric Research Group of Free University of Berlin (FUB) for 1965 -1998 (30 hPa) and 1965 -1996 to investigate the response of planetary waves to solar forcing. They focused on periodicities associated with the Sun's rotation period (27.2 days) and found a significant increase under solar maximum conditions for the 54.4 day periodicity in wave number 1 (twice the solar rotation period) and for the 27.2 and 25.3 periodicities in wave number 2 (the latter resulting from the interaction between the solar rotation period and the annual cycle). The changes were found both at 10 and 30 hPa and were most pronounced at midlatitudes (40°-60°N). No latitudinal shift in wave activity was reported. Salby and Callaghan [2004] used the National Center for Environmental Prediction's (NCEP) data from 1955 to 2000 to examine the variation in temperature, zonal wind, and geopotential height associated with the 11 year SC in the NH winter stratosphere. They found an anomalous wintertime tendency (difference between February and September) of the 30 hPa geopotential height operating coherently with the 50 hPa equatorial wind and F10.7 solar flux. This consisted of a weakening of the Aleutian High (which corresponds to the Aleutian Low in the troposphere) at midlatitudes and a strengthening at high latitudes for low solar activity under QBOe conditions (LS/QBOe) and for high solar activity under QBOw conditions (HS/QBOw). They interpreted their findings as a poleward shift of wave number 1 for those conditions. Berg et al. [2007] used the NCEP geopotential height data from 1965 to 1997 to study differences in planetary wave numbers 1-3 in the upper troposphere (300 hPa) in relation to the 11 year SC. They showed an equatorward shift and amplitude decrease of wave number 1 for high solar activity in December, which weakened in January and February. In January and February, wave number 2 showed the strongest change, consisting of an increase in amplitude and an eastward and poleward shift for high solar activity, while planetary wave number 3 did not show significant changes. Tourpali et al. [2003] performed a study with a coupled chemistry-general circulation model (MAECHAM4/CHEM) on the effect of the 11 year SC in UV radiation. Their model simulation showed that wave number 1 is favored at the cost of wave numbers 2 and 3 in the NH winter troposphere, while wave number 1 is weaker in the stratosphere. The effect of the QBO was not considered by their model simulations.
[9] In this study, we will investigate the QBO-modulated solar signatures in the troposphere and stratosphere in more detail, both considering the responses of the mean field and of the planetary waves. We carry out an analysis based on an extended observational data set from 1958 to 2009 to (1) provide further details of the longitudinal variation, vertical connection, and temporal evolution of the QBOmodulated 11 year SC signals and (2) clarify which planetary wave numbers and periods show a significant response to the 11 year SC under the two QBO phases. We also examine whether there are any latitudinal shifts in wave activity, as expected if the Kodera and Kuroda [2002] mechanism is responsible for the QBO-modulated responses. Because the interaction between planetary waves and the QBO is distinctly different for early and late winter Tan, 1980, 1982; Hu and Tung, 2002; Naito and Hirota, 1997; Naoe and Shibata, 2010] , we focus solely on early winter (October-November-December (OND)) in this study. The aim is to gain further insights in the initial development of the solar signal and the role of early winter planetary wave activity in preconditioning the stratospheric responses in late winter detected by previous studies [e.g., Lu et al., 2009] .
Data and Methods
[10] We used the 6 hourly geopotential height field at 2.25°× 2.25°spatial resolution from the ERA-40 data set by the ECMWF [Uppala et al., 2005 [Uppala et al., ] for 1958 [Uppala et al., -2001 with the ECMWF ERA-Interim data [Dee and Uppala, 2009; Simmons et al., 2007] for [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . While it is not ideal to merge two data sets derived from different data assimilation models, we have done this here in order to maximize the length of the data set, as needed for the study of 11 year SC signals. It also means that data from the presatellite era have been included, which are known to be less reliable. We have performed various checks by excluding parts of the data from our analysis to ensure that the results remain at least qualitatively similar.
[11] A composite analysis, in which the data were separated into HS and LS activity conditions for both phases of the QBO, was carried out. This was done at four different pressure levels, of which two were in the stratosphere (10 and 50 hPa) and the other two were in the troposphere (200 and 500 hPa). The full meridional and zonal structure of the difference in geopotential height between HS and LS during early winter (OND) was studied. Differences were taken for a sequence of overlapping 30 day intervals with a moving window of 10 days, allowing us to investigate the temporal evolution of the responses and their possible vertical connections. The same analysis was also carried out for the ERA-40 data only to check that results were consistent with those found for the extended data set. As the results are rather similar, we only report the results from the extended data set here, but differences are noted in the text where needed.
[12] Our investigation of planetary wave responses to the 11 year SC is based on a temporal-spatial spectral analysis. This analysis was also performed for each of the four pressure levels and for each QBO phase and made use of the data for the 90 days following the 1 October inclusive. When we report the results of the spectral analysis, we concentrate on the results for 10 and 200 hPa, as the results for 50 and 500 hPa were found to be quite similar to those for 10 and 200 hPa, respectively.
[13] Following Lu et al. [2009] , the daily observed 10.7 cm solar radio fluxes obtained from the National Geophysical Data Center website (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp) were used as an indicator for the 11 year SC. To focus solely on the effect of the 11 year cycle, a 365 day low-pass filter was applied to the solar radio fluxes to eliminate higher-frequency variations. The mean value for October of the filtered time series is denoted as F Oct hereafter and was used in the analysis to define the HS and LS conditions. Very similar results are obtained if the October to December mean is used to define the HS and LS conditions, as the filtered time series only varies slowly over a decadal time scale. The mean F Oct over all years ) and the 95% confidence interval on that mean were calculated. Any year for which F Oct was higher than its mean plus the 95% confidence interval was assigned to the HS condition, and any year for which it was below the mean minus the 95% confidence interval was assigned to the LS condition.
[14] The QBO was defined using the deseasonalized zonal wind from the blended ERA-40 and ERA-Interim data at 0.56°N, 50 hPa, consistent with previous work [Holton and Tan, 1980; Labitzke, 2005; Lu et al., 2009; Naoe and Shibata, 2010] . The mean value for OND was used to divide the data into QBOe and QBOw in the same way as was done for HS and LS using F Oct as described above. Composite differences between the HS and LS data sets were then calculated for QBOe and QBOw separately, and the significance was estimated with a Student's t test. The years assigned to each of the composites are given in Table 1 .
[15] For our spectral analysis, the space-time Fourier decomposition introduced by Hayashi [1971 Hayashi [ , 1979 was applied to the geopotential height data. This method has 1958 1961 1959 1965 1960 1963 1967 1974 1968 1964 1969 1977 1970 1973 1978 1984 1979 1975 1980 1994 1989 1976 1982 1996 2001 1985 1988 2005 1986 1990 2007 1987 1999 1993 2000 1995 2002 1997 2004 2006 2008 2009 a The total number of years in each data set is given in parentheses.
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recently been applied to both observational and modelsimulated data sets by Dell'Aquila et al. [2005, 2007] and Lucarini et al. [2007] . A Fourier decomposition on its own does not distinguish between standing and traveling waves: a standing wave results in two spectral peaks corresponding to traveling waves moving eastward and westward with the same speed and phase. To distinguish between traveling and standing waves, the Hayashi method assumes complete statistical coherence between the easterly and westerly components of standing waves. The incoherent part of the spectra is then attributed to real traveling waves. As any assumption, this is not without drawbacks: the incoherent part of the spectra will include what some might prefer to call noise [e.g., Schäfer, 1979] . However, we follow the notion of Hayashi [1971 Hayashi [ , 1979 and Mechoso and Hartmann [1982] that this part of the spectrum can be interpreted as eastward and westward propagating waves. In our results, we have followed the conventions adopted by Lucarini et al. [2007] and multiplied the obtained spectra by k j w m t/2p, where k j = 2pj, w m = 2pm/t, and t = 90 days (the length of the season). Index j is the wave number, and index m is a frequency index. The obtained power spectrum is in units of m 2 .
[16] The Hayashi spectra were first calculated for areaweighted averages of the geopotential height over 10°wide latitude bands from the equator toward the pole for each pressure level. Differences of the power spectra between HS and LS conditions were then taken, both for QBOe and QBOw, and the significance was tested using a Student's t test. This provided information on the main significant changes in the planetary wave spectrum in terms of the wave numbers and periods and the latitude bands that showed the most significant changes. On the basis of those results, the latitude bands with the largest significant changes were aggregated in a single latitude band. Only the composite difference of the power spectra for this aggregated latitude band is reported here.
[17] Second, the Hayashi spectra were calculated for each individual latitude to investigate if any latitudinal shifts in wave activity occurred within those subdomains of the spectrum that showed significant difference between HS and LS conditions. We also report whether standing, eastward propagating, or westward propagating waves are primarily responsible for the detected change. Only changes that were significant in both the full data set from 1958 to 2009 and the ERA-40 data set from 1958 to 2001 were considered.
Results

Solar Signal in the Mean Geopotential Height
[18] Figure 1 shows the composite difference in the mean OND NH geopotential height between the high and low solar activity composites (Z HS-LS ), for QBOe (Figure 1 , left) and QBOw (Figure 1, right) , at 10, 50, 200, and 500 hPa (Figures 1a-1d) . It is immediately evident that the height response Z HS-LS is different for QBOe and QBOw in both the stratosphere and the troposphere. The strongest significant signals are found under QBOe and in the stratosphere. At 10 hPa and under QBOe conditions, Z HS-LS is predominantly positive, implying a warmer, more disturbed vortex. A similar predominantly positive response pattern can also be seen at 50 hPa. Under QBOw conditions, the height response Z HS-LS is statistically weaker in comparison to that for QBOe for all four pressure levels. In the stratosphere, the longitudinal pattern of Z HS-LS under QBOw consists of a negative cell over the pole, with positive cells at lower latitudes that are primarily centered over northeastern Europe and the west Siberian plain (∼40°E) and off the northeastern coast of America (∼160°W).
[19] For both QBO phases, the signals become progressively weaker, less significant, and more zonally varying when we move from the upper stratosphere to the lower stratosphere and into the troposphere. Despite the weaker signals, a few key features are consistently present for all four pressure levels. Under QBOe, a significant positive cell persists over northeastern Asia (∼120°E) that can be followed all the way from 500 hPa up to 10 hPa, although at 10 hPa, the significant portion is located further westward. A negative cell over the Arctic Ocean and northwestern Russia can be followed from 500 hPa up to 50 hPa. Negative Z HS-LS signals in the troposphere are also found in the east coast of China and the eastern part of Canada. Under QBOw, the most consistent vertical connection is marked by a negative Z HS-LS cell over northeastern Asia, although the response is statistically significant only in the lower stratosphere (from 50 to 200 hPa).
[20] In order to study how these longitudinally varying signals evolve over time, -2d and 3a-3d), the analysis starts on 1 October and ends on 29 December. Again, the time evolution of Z HS-LS shows distinctly different spatial patterns under QBOe and QBOw, and the broadscale response at high latitudes may well be described as opposite. However, the details of the oppositions show certain regional preferences, and those regional "hot" or "cold" spots are, in many cases, vertically connected.
[21] In the stratosphere, the geopotential height response pattern associated with the 11 year SC under QBOe is dominated by a positive cell that broadly spreads over North America and Canada, the Pacific Ocean, and northeastern Asia during October and November (90°E-90°W). It forms a belt at low latitudes that moves poleward and/or eastward as the winter progresses. The positive cell over northeastern Asia appears to connect into the troposphere up to 31 October to 29 November. From 10 November to 9 December onward, the structure of the signal changes and its vertical connection becomes less obvious. In addition, there is a negative response region present during October and November over northwestern Europe and the North Atlantic Ocean, corresponding to the eastern part of the Icelandic Low. This negative cell is statistically significant at 50 hPa and can be followed down into the troposphere, where it remains present until 31 October to 29 November. The significant portion of this negative cell moves further eastward and poleward as we move from the stratosphere into the troposphere and as winter progresses.
[22] Under QBOw, the responses at 10 and 50 hPa are of similar magnitude as for QBOe, but the sign of Z HS-LS is largely opposite at high latitudes (see Figure 3) . The longitudinal structure of the signal changes more strongly over time than for QBOe, so that it partly cancels itself out when the average is taken over OND. This is the reason that the signal appeared much weaker in Figure 1 in comparison to that under QBOe, and it might signify a stronger longitudinal disturbance under HS/QBOw at midlatitudes. In October to early November, the high-latitude response at 10 hPa is marked by a semipermanent, negative cell extending from Canada to the eastern part of Siberia accompanied by a positive cell over northeastern Europe and Russia. The positive response region again extends into low latitudes in the form of an eastward and poleward moving belt, though it is weaker than that under QBOe. The negative cell appears vertically connected to a negative response in the troposphere over the Aleutian Low in the North Pacific, which is persistently present from 1-30 October to 20 November through 19 December, although it is not significant for 11 October to 9 November. In general, the tropospheric signals are weaker for QBOw than for QBOe. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that, for both QBO phases, the vertical connections of the stratospheric and tropospheric responses are primarily detected around wellknown surface pressure anomalies, such as the Aleutian Low, the Canadian High, the Icelandic Low, and the Siberian High.
Solar Signal in the Planetary Wave Spectrum
[23] In order to examine whether there is a connection between the detected changes in the mean state of geopotential height and wave activity, Figure 4 shows the planetary wave spectrum (Figure 4 , left) and the difference between the HS and LS composites for QBOe (Figure 4 , middle) and QBOw (Figure 4 , right) at 10 hPa for 45°-75°N (Figure 4 , top) and at 200 hPa for 40°-60°N (Figure 4 , bottom). At 10 hPa, the anomalies in the planetary wave spectrum are clearly different for the two phases of the QBO, especially for periods smaller than 20 days. The same holds at 50 hPa (not shown).
[24] For QBOe, a reduction in planetary wave activity is observed over almost the entire spectrum for the HS-LS condition. The main statistically significant difference is found at wave number 2 with a period of ∼8-10 days, which appears to extend also to wave numbers 1 and 3 to some degree. There is also a significant decrease in wave power at wave number 2 with a period of 22.5 days. Differences in other parts of the spectrum are not significant at a confidence level greater than 90%. For QBOw, there is mainly an increase in wave power for periods smaller than 20 days for the HS-LS condition. The main features in this case are significant increases at wave number 3 with periods of 6-6.9 and 10 days. The increase at a period of 10 days only appears when using data from 1958 to 2009, but it is not significant when only the ERA-40 data up to 2001 are used. For that reason, we do not examine this feature any further.
[25] The planetary wave power spectrum at 200 hPa (Figure 4 , bottom) shows little significant difference (i.e., at a confidence level of 95%) for QBOe conditions, and the differences that are found do not match with those at 10 hPa. This indicates that there is either a lack of vertical connection in wave activity or it is due to a nonlinear wave-wave interaction that may have caused the characteristics of the planetary waves to change from the lower stratosphere to the upper stratosphere. For QBOw, there is a significant increase in wave power at wave number 2 for a period of 5.6-6 days, which extends toward wave number 1. Other parts of the spectrum show little significant change. (Figure 5a ), as well as the power associated with standing (Figure 5b ), eastward propagating (Figure 5c ), and westward propagating (Figure 5d) waves. This shows that eastward propagating waves contribute most to the differences in both cases, although there are contributions from standing and westward propagating waves as well. At a period of 22.5 days, the reduction in wave power for the HS condition is most significant (i.e., achieving the largest separation between LS and HS) at high latitudes (70°-80°N), while it is most significant at middle latitudes (45°-65°N) for a period of 8.2-10 days. Nevertheless, in both cases the difference is predominantly due to an overall reduction in wave activity for all latitudes, with only a small poleward shift in wave activity at a period of 8.2-10 days.
[27] Figure 6 shows similar plots for QBOw for the total wave power at 10 hPa for wave number 3 with a period of 6-6.9 days (Figure 6 , left) and at 200 hPa for wave numbers 1 and 2 with a period of 5.6-6 days. In both cases, the differences are again primarily associated with eastward propagating waves, although westward propagating waves also make a significant contribution at 200 hPa (not shown). At 10 hPa, there is a significant increase in the wave activity for wave number 3 with a period of 6-6.9 days at 45°-65°N
, without any noticeable latitudinal shift in wave power. At 200 hPa, for wave numbers 1 and 2 with a period of 5.6-6 days, the increase is statistically significant only on the equatorward side (35°-45°N), and the difference therefore represents an equatorward shift of wave activity. A similar change in wave power is also present at wave number 3 with a period of 5.6-6 days at 500 hPa (not shown). These results imply that under QBOw, high solar activity is associated with stronger planetary wave activity in the stratosphere and an equatorward shifted wave activity in the troposphere.
Discussion
Solar Signal in the Mean Geopotential Height
[28] We confirm previous findings by Labitzke and van Loon [1988] that the polar stratospheric response to the 11 year SC is opposite for the two phases of the QBO. We find that this does not only hold for later winter but also for early winter. Under QBOe conditions, the polar response is predominantly positive, while it is mainly negative under QBOw conditions. However, the sign of the early winter response is opposite to the late winter signals found in the lower stratosphere [Labitzke and van Loon, 1988; Lu et al., 2009] . In the low-latitude stratosphere, the solar signal consists of a positive response belt for both QBO phases, although it is stronger for QBOe conditions than for QBOw conditions. This signal is stronger at 10 hPa than at 50 hPa, which suggests it originated in the upper stratosphere rather than the lower stratosphere, in agreement with Gray et al. [2001a Gray et al. [ , 2001b , Gray [2003] , Lu et al. [2009] , and Rigby [2010] . The mechanism responsible for this low-latitude response is most likely the direct interaction of solar UV radiation with stratospheric ozone.
[29] A possible mechanism to explain the polar stratospheric solar signals, and their QBO dependence, is schematically illustrated in Figure 7 . Under QBOe conditions (Figure 7, left) , the polar vortex is relatively weak, and for that reason, it is more easily intruded and disturbed by air from lower latitudes Tan, 1980, 1982] . The belt of positive response appears to spiral eastward and poleward over time, along with the westerly mean flow. It moves around the negative anomaly over the Atlantic Ocean, until it eventually merges with and reinforces the positive cell over the Canadian High. Thus, the main process involved appears to be the advection of air from lower latitudes into the polar region, which carries the solar-induced positive signal with it (see Figure 7 , left).
[30] Under QBOw conditions (Figure 7 , right), the polar vortex is relatively strong to start with in early winter [Lu et al., 2008; Naoe and Shibata, 2010] and is therefore not easily intruded or disturbed. While again a belt of positive response is present at low latitudes, it is considerably weaker than it is under QBOe, and its poleward movement appears to be blocked over the Eurasian continent. As the polar vortex remains strong and relatively undisturbed by advection of air from lower latitudes, a negative anomaly forms over the polar region. The origin of this anomaly is not clear, but it appears to be distinctly different from the lowlatitude response. The negative anomaly eventually gets weaker during 30 November to 29 December. This could be due to planetary wave forcing building up as winter progresses, which is anomalously stronger under HS/QBOw (see Figure 4) . This may result in more disturbance of the polar vortex in middle to late winter.
[31] Under both QBO phases, a vertical connection between responses in the high-latitude stratosphere and in the troposphere was detected. Under QBOe, there is a negative cell present during October and November over northwestern Europe and the North Atlantic Ocean, and during QBOw, there is a negative cell over the North Pacific, which are both vertically coherent. Under QBOe, there does not appear to be a time lag between the stratospheric and tropospheric signals in these locations, as would be expected if the tropospheric signals had been caused by a downward propagation of the stratospheric signals. Under QBOw, it is less clear, as the negative cell in the North Pacific is not significant for 11 October to 9 November at 500 hPa, and not for 21 October to 19 November either at 200 hPa. It is therefore possible to interpret the results for QBOw as a lag between the stratospheric and tropospheric responses of ∼20 days, with the stratosphere leading. Still, the presence of such a time lag alone is not sufficient to say that the signal originated in the stratosphere [Plumb and Semeniuk, 2003] . Moreover, Nikulin and Lott [2010] recently found that the downward propagation of stratospheric anomalies occurs only at periods longer than 50 days. This suggests that the signals in response to the 11 year SC that we find formed within the troposphere itself. It is not clear what the mechanism would be, but it does appear that the solar forcing causes a modification of well-known surface pressure anomalies, as the main signals appear over the Aleutian Low (under QBOw) and the Icelandic Low (under QBOe).
[32] The tropospheric signals we find are in general agreement with the results of Lu et al. [2009] , who showed that the solar signal in zonal mean temperature starts with a negative anomaly in early winter in the troposphere for both QBOe and QBOw conditions [Lu et al., 2009, Figure 6 ]. The result for QBOw is in agreement with the finding by Berg et al. [2007] that significant tropospheric signals occur primarily over the Pacific Ocean. Woollings et al. [2010] also showed a strong signal over the Pacific Ocean but, in addition, found a signal in the eastern part of the North Atlantic that was enhanced when open solar flux, rather than the F10.7 solar flux, was used to characterize the 11 year SC. This response region corresponds very well with the location of our negative anomaly under QBOe conditions.
[33] The tropospheric signals can also be compared to the changes in blocking in response to the 11 year SC. Barriopedro et al. [2008] found that the 11 year SC modulates the preferred locations for blocking occurrence over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. High solar activity enhances blocking over the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean, while Atlantic blocking is characterized by a spatially dependent response, confined to either the western (high solar) or eastern (low solar) Atlantic. Again, the preferred locations of these responses are in good agreement with our results.
[34] We thus confirm recent findings that the tropospheric solar signals are strongly regional in character, rather than zonally uniform. The original contribution of this study is that these signals are vertically connected from the troposphere to the stratosphere in the NH early winter and that they are modulated by the QBO. More research is needed to understand how and where the responses are formed initially and why their preferred locations are dependent on the phase of the QBO. Also, the results presented here should be verified in the future, when longer data sets become available. This applies, in particular, to the troposphere, as the magnitude of the stratospheric signals is much larger than the ranges of uncertainty associated with the data as reported in the literature. 
Solar Signal in the Planetary Wave Spectrum
[35] Our results indicate that under QBOe conditions, there is an overall reduction in planetary wave activity at 10 hPa under the HS-LS condition, while this is reversed for QBOw. The significantly stronger wave forcing under LS/QBOe and HS/QBOw conditions is in agreement with results obtained in previous studies regarding changes in the occurrence frequency of SSWs [Labitzke and van Loon, 1988] , which showed more SSWs occur for LS than HS during QBOe conditions, while more SSWs occur for HS during QBOw.
[36] Under QBOe, the strongest significant change in planetary wave activity is found at 10 hPa. The signal weakens gradually as our analysis moves downward, and it completely disappears at 200 hPa. Little change in planetary wave activity in relation to the 11 year SC is detected in the troposphere. We therefore conclude that the signal at 10 hPa must have originated locally within the stratosphere itself, likely in response to the low-latitude solar UV forcing. This is in agreement with the results from the mean state (see Figure 2 ).
[37] Under QBOw, a common feature in changes of planetary wave activity is detected in the troposphere and stratosphere. At 200 and 500 hPa, an increase in planetary wave power was found for wave numbers 1-3 with a period of 5.6-6 days, while at 10 and 50 hPa, an increase in planetary wave power was found for wave number 3 with a period of 6-6.9 days. In both cases, the changes were associated primarily with eastward propagating waves. These results suggest that the planetary wave changes in this part of the spectrum are vertically coherent. Hu and Tung [2002] suggested that changes in wave number 2 in the stratosphere (at 50 hPa) from November to December are determined by tropospheric forcing. It is possible that the direct influence of changes in tropical lower stratospheric temperatures on the refraction of storm track eddies might be part of the cause, as demonstrated by Simpson et al. [2009] . However, further modeling studies are required to fully understand how these midlatitude tropospheric waves are enhanced.
[38] A recent study by Naoe and Shibata [2010] on changes in planetary waves associated with the QBO showed that the significant differences in wave activity during early winter (November to December) were associated with wave number 2. They also found little evidence for a poleward shift of wave activity in the lower stratosphere and suggested that the dominant mechanism for the polar winter responses to the QBO may not be through the equatorial winds in the lower stratosphere acting as a waveguide for midlatitude planetary wave propagation. Similarly, our spectral analysis of the QBO-modulated 11 year SC responses shows that the stratospheric response is primarily associated with wave number 2 under QBOe. There is only a slight poleward shift of wave activity under HS/QBOe at wave number 2 with a period of 8.2-10 days, and the effect is stronger at 10 hPa than at 50 hPa. Under QBOw conditions, there is no evidence for a latitudinal shift in planetary wave activity in the stratosphere, although an equatorward shift in wave activity is detected in the troposphere. The dominant mechanism for the early winter responses to the 11 year SC can therefore not be through a waveguide effect of the equatorial winds in the lower or middle stratosphere either.
[39] The lack of a pronounced latitudinal shift in wave activity we find in the stratosphere seems to disagree with Kodera and Kuroda [2002] , who proposed that more planetary waves are deflected poleward from the upper stratospheric subtropics during solar maximum. This apparent discrepancy may be due to the different altitudes under consideration. Our analysis only goes up to 10 hPa, while Kodera and Kuroda [2002] considered altitudes near the stratopause (∼1 hPa). The poleward deflection of planetary waves may be stronger there. However, given that the ERA-40 reanalysis becomes less reliable beyond 3 hPa [Baldwin and Gray, 2005] , changes in wave activity beyond 3 hPa may not be accurately estimated.
[40] Unlike Soukharev and Labitzke [2001] , Salby and Callaghan [2004] , Berg et al. [2007] , and Tourpali et al. [2003] , we found that the solar signal in planetary wave number 1 is weaker than that in wave numbers 2 and 3. This may be due to the different times of year studied (DecemberJanuary-February or extended winter compared to OND), or differences in the years included in the analysis and the data source (FUB, NCEP, or model instead of ERA-40). However, we do find some agreement with the results of Berg et al. [2007] for wave number 2. They showed an increase in wave number 2 amplitude for HS-LS at 300 hPa, which is consistent with the increase in wave activity we find at 200 hPa for wave number 2 under QBOw conditions. Our results add on to their finding by showing that the increase is associated with periods of 5.6-6 days.
[41] Our results may also be linked to observations in the mesosphere-lower thermosphere (MLT) by Pancheva et al. [2008] . They found oscillations with a period of 22-24 days in the zonal and meridional MLT winds after the onset of SSWs in the stratosphere. As solar signals are also affected by SSWs and vice versa [e.g., Labitzke and van Loon, 1988; Cnossen et al., 2011] , there could be a connection between their observations and our findings at 10 hPa for QBOe, which showed a solar response in planetary wave activity at a period of 22 days.
[42] Our results do not offer a direct insight into why solar signals appear specifically in waves with periods of 5.6-6 days (QBOw, 200 hPa), 6-6.9 days (QBOw, 10 hPa), and 8.2-10 and 22.5 days (QBOe, 10 hPa). However, we can speculate on some possibilities. Numerous studies have found evidence for naturally occurring waves at the periodicities mentioned above. For instance, Holton et al. [2001] reported on zonal wind and temperature oscillations in the stratosphere exhibiting 9.5-10 and 5 day periodicities, while Madden and Julian [1972] , Madden [1978] , and Speth and Madden [1983] all reported on waves with a 5 day periodicity in the lower atmosphere, with strong signatures especially in geopotential height. It may be that variations in solar activity modify the generation of these naturally occurring waves [Ebel et al., 1981] . This could, for instance, take place through changes in convection and humidity [Tsuda et al., 1994] , which would be expected to occur if the solar cycle affects the coupling between air, sea, and radiation over the oceans, as suggested by Meehl et al. [2003 Meehl et al. [ , 2008 and van Loon et al. [2007] .
[43] Another possibility is that some of the periodicities are of direct solar origin. A number of studies have revealed a 9 day periodicity in thermospheric density, which has been linked to recurring fast streams of solar wind coming from solar coronal holes distributed roughly 120°apart in longitude Lei et al., 2008; Mlynczak et al., 2008] . Apparently, this configuration is not limited to a specific year or period [Temmer et al., 2007] , but quite general, and it explains the periodicity of one-third of the 27 day solar rotation period in the upper atmosphere. Solar coronal holes tend to emit less UV radiation than the rest of the corona as well, which could potentially cause a signal in the upper stratosphere with a 9 day periodicity. Alternatively, the 9 day periodicity may be a subharmonic response of the atmosphere to a 27 day forcing. With this in mind, it is also worth noting that a period of 6.75 days corresponds to one-fourth of a solar rotation period.
[44] Previous studies have reported a periodicity of approximately half the solar rotation period, 13.6 days, in the stratosphere [Ebel and Bätz, 1977; Ebel et al., 1981] . Subsequent modeling studies by Dameris et al. [1986] and Ebel et al. [1988] showed that a weak forcing with that periodicity gives an atmospheric response that exhibits a broad spectrum of oscillation periods, not restricted to the forcing period. They also found that the waves present in the background atmosphere can have a strong influence on the response to a given forcing. These results point toward an important role for nonlinear processes (wave-wave interaction) contributing to the development of the middle atmosphere response to weak external forcing, such as solar forcing.
[45] For none of the above possibilities, it is obvious why the 11 year SC signal should be different for QBOe and QBOw, although, certainly, the background conditions for wave propagation and the naturally occurring waves themselves would be different. Further research is necessary to get a better understanding of the possible origins of the periodicities we have found and their QBO modulation.
Conclusions
[46] First, we studied the response to the 11 year solar cycle, modulated by the QBO, on the mean geopotential height in NH early winter. We investigated, in particular, the vertical connection, longitudinal structure, and temporal evolution of the responses. Our main results are the following:
[47] 1. The stratospheric signal is stronger at 10 hPa than at 50 hPa.
[48] 2. A positive response appears to be initialized at low latitudes for both QBO phases and moves eastward and poleward over time, but this signal itself and its poleward propagation is much weaker under QBOw than QBOe conditions.
[49] 3. Under QBOw conditions, the polar stratospheric signal is predominantly negative, and this can be connected to a negative response over the Aleutian Low in the troposphere.
[50] 4. A weaker negative polar stratospheric signal under QBOe conditions can be connected to a negative tropospheric signal over the eastern part of the Icelandic Low.
[51] 5. The vertical connection pattern either changes or becomes weaker from 10 November to 9 December onward when planetary wave activity increases.
[52] In the second part of the paper, we examined the responses of planetary wave activity to the 11 year SC for the same early winter period and using the same QBO phase separation. We found the following:
[53] 1. There is an overall reduction in planetary wave activity in the stratosphere under QBOe and an overall increase of wave activity under QBOw conditions.
[54] 2. In the stratosphere, the most significant change in planetary wave power under QBOe conditions is detected at wave number 2, while it is at wave number 3 under QBOw conditions.
[55] 3. The significant changes in planetary wave activity in the stratosphere are primarily due to an overall decrease (increase) in wave strength under QBOe (QBOw) conditions at middle to high latitudes, while latitudinal shifts in wave activity play a minor role.
[56] 4. Under QBOe conditions, significant changes in planetary wave activity are mostly confined to the stratosphere.
[57] 5. Under QBOw conditions, an increase in planetary wave power at wave numbers 1-3 with a period of 5.6-6.9 days is found in both the stratosphere and troposphere. In the troposphere, the increase occurred primarily at 35°-45°N, representing an equatorward shift of wave activity.
[58] Combining the results from both parts of our analysis, we conclude that the stratospheric response to the 11 year SC is initiated in the upper stratospheric equatorial region, as previously suggested by Gray et al. [2001a Gray et al. [ , 2001b and Gray [2003] . Nevertheless, the poleward propagation of these early winter signals does not take place via changes in the latitudinal distribution of planetary waves as no significant latitudinal shift in planetary wave power is found. The signal is not due to an overall enhanced planetary wave activity either, because the positive signal at 10 hPa is associated with a significantly reduced wave activity under the HS/QBOe condition. Instead, the overall signature detected in the mean state and the planetary waves suggests that the response moves poleward through the advection of low-latitude air. This mechanism is less disturbed under QBOe conditions than under QBOw conditions. Further research is needed to determine how the tropospheric signals might form under different QBO phases. Also, it is critical that atmospheric measurements continue in order to extend the current data sets available for analysis. The statistical significance of our results is limited in part because of the relatively few samples available in some of the conditions (especially QBO/HS), and the analysis should be repeated in the future when longer data sets become available.
